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Reports: Traffic Overview / Visitors Graph - americanisraelite.com
Date Range: 01/01/2018 - 12/31/2018
Range Total: 80,694
Range Max: 8,861
Average: 6,725
Data Source: Javascript Tracker what is this?

Visitors Graph 

This graph shows the activity tracked for your website in terms of Visitors. By default the timeframe is the last seven
days, however the date range can be changed by selecting a new timeframe within the Date Select control.

How it's calculated 

A Visitor is considered a user who has visited the site either in a new browsing session or after 30 minutes of inactivity.
A first time visitor will be registered as a new visitor, while a returning visitor will be registered as returning. 

Data Source 

The Data Source drop down is used to select where the metric calculates the data from. There are currently two data
sources available:

Javascript Tracker:
Metrics are gathered from a javascript tracker (similar to Google Analytics) that is inserted onto the page. This
data source is considered more accurate due to the cookie-based visitor counting and the exclusion of most bots.
Non-HTML content (video, images, css, javascript, etc) will not be counted with this data source.
Log Based:
Metrics are gathered from server-side log files. This is similar to the Urchin-style statistics. All traffic is accounted
for, including bots, and page level elements. This data source is good for tracking bandwidth and hits.

Note: Not all data sources will be available for each metric 
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Reports: Traffic Overview / Hits Graph - americanisraelite.com
Date Range: 01/01/2018 - 12/31/2018
Range Total: 13,157,591
Range Max: 1,527,971
Average: 1,096,466
Data Source: Log Based what is this?

Hits Graph 

This graph shows the activity tracked for your website in terms of Hits. By default the timeframe is the last seven days,
however the date range can be changed by selecting a new timeframe within the Date Select control.

How it's calculated 

A Hit is defined as a request to the server for any file or object. All files types - GIF, PDF, MP3, WAV, JPG, etc.. are all
considered a Hit upon loading. 

Notes 

If a website contains a text and several images each of these things generates a Hit upon the request of the site. For this
reason, the number of Hits is not an exact indicator of the number of Visitors to a website and therefore not a good
indicator of success or popularity. 

Data Source 

The Data Source drop down is used to select where the metric calculates the data from. There are currently two data
sources available:

Javascript Tracker:
Metrics are gathered from a javascript tracker (similar to Google Analytics) that is inserted onto the page. This
data source is considered more accurate due to the cookie-based visitor counting and the exclusion of most bots.
Non-HTML content (video, images, css, javascript, etc) will not be counted with this data source.
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Reports: Traffic Overview / Visitors Graph - americanisraelite.com
Date Range: 01/01/2019 - 05/31/2019
Range Total: 46,240
Range Max: 10,279
Average: 9,248
Data Source: Javascript Tracker what is this?

Visitors Graph 

This graph shows the activity tracked for your website in terms of Visitors. By default the timeframe is the last seven
days, however the date range can be changed by selecting a new timeframe within the Date Select control.

How it's calculated 

A Visitor is considered a user who has visited the site either in a new browsing session or after 30 minutes of inactivity.
A first time visitor will be registered as a new visitor, while a returning visitor will be registered as returning. 

Data Source 

The Data Source drop down is used to select where the metric calculates the data from. There are currently two data
sources available:

Javascript Tracker:
Metrics are gathered from a javascript tracker (similar to Google Analytics) that is inserted onto the page. This
data source is considered more accurate due to the cookie-based visitor counting and the exclusion of most bots.
Non-HTML content (video, images, css, javascript, etc) will not be counted with this data source.
Log Based:
Metrics are gathered from server-side log files. This is similar to the Urchin-style statistics. All traffic is accounted
for, including bots, and page level elements. This data source is good for tracking bandwidth and hits.

Note: Not all data sources will be available for each metric 
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Reports: Traffic Overview / Hits Graph - americanisraelite.com
Date Range: 01/01/2019 - 05/31/2019
Range Total: 7,274,670
Range Max: 1,502,967
Average: 1,454,934
Data Source: Log Based what is this?

Hits Graph 

This graph shows the activity tracked for your website in terms of Hits. By default the timeframe is the last seven days,
however the date range can be changed by selecting a new timeframe within the Date Select control.

How it's calculated 

A Hit is defined as a request to the server for any file or object. All files types - GIF, PDF, MP3, WAV, JPG, etc.. are all
considered a Hit upon loading. 

Notes 

If a website contains a text and several images each of these things generates a Hit upon the request of the site. For this
reason, the number of Hits is not an exact indicator of the number of Visitors to a website and therefore not a good
indicator of success or popularity. 

Data Source 

The Data Source drop down is used to select where the metric calculates the data from. There are currently two data
sources available:

Javascript Tracker:
Metrics are gathered from a javascript tracker (similar to Google Analytics) that is inserted onto the page. This
data source is considered more accurate due to the cookie-based visitor counting and the exclusion of most bots.
Non-HTML content (video, images, css, javascript, etc) will not be counted with this data source.
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Reports: Traffic Overview / Visitors Graph - americanisraelite.com
Date Range: 01/01/2019 - 05/31/2019
Range Total: 46,240
Range Max: 10,279
Average: 9,248
Data Source: Javascript Tracker what is this?

Visitors Graph 

This graph shows the activity tracked for your website in terms of Visitors. By default the timeframe is the last seven
days, however the date range can be changed by selecting a new timeframe within the Date Select control.

How it's calculated 

A Visitor is considered a user who has visited the site either in a new browsing session or after 30 minutes of inactivity.
A first time visitor will be registered as a new visitor, while a returning visitor will be registered as returning. 

Data Source 

The Data Source drop down is used to select where the metric calculates the data from. There are currently two data
sources available:

Javascript Tracker:
Metrics are gathered from a javascript tracker (similar to Google Analytics) that is inserted onto the page. This
data source is considered more accurate due to the cookie-based visitor counting and the exclusion of most bots.
Non-HTML content (video, images, css, javascript, etc) will not be counted with this data source.
Log Based:
Metrics are gathered from server-side log files. This is similar to the Urchin-style statistics. All traffic is accounted
for, including bots, and page level elements. This data source is good for tracking bandwidth and hits.

Note: Not all data sources will be available for each metric 
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